POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STRENGTHENING PROSUMERS AND ENERGY COMMUNITIES

- Define Renewable Energy Communities (REC’s)
- Enable their new rights
- Set a rooftop PV and a community energy target
- Adopt EU legislation quickly, but fit for purpose
- Assess barriers and potentials
- Support capacity-building and energy literacy
- Support Energy Communities in tackling energy poverty
- Include all levels of government

- Provide financial incentives
- Adopt dynamic network charging
- Provide market access to independent aggregators
- Rollout smart meters and interoperable EV-chargers
- Shift parts of renewable levies into general taxation
- Create exemptions on licensing and relax supplier codes
- Invite prosumers to dialogue and consultations
- Encourage prosumer associations to act as representatives
- Carry out information and awareness-raising activities

Learn more
proseu.eu/recommendations
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